
Elevator pitching for 
hospital pharmacists



Confidence is the sweet spot between 
arrogance and despair



It is not enough to hire smart, motivated people

Today’s employees spend 50% more time 
collaborating that they did 20 years ago

Hiring talented individuals is not enough

They have to be able to work together 







Hard to see dynamics



Contentious
Co-existent
Cooperative
Collaborative











What is the current narrative for hospital 
pharmacists ?

Does it need to change ?







Are you good at your job?

Do you have the impact on patients that 
someone as good as you should be having ?





What is personal Impact?

…not easy to define, but we all know it when 
we see it.  

We meet someone and pretty soon we 
recognise that they have a special quality. 
Call it magnetism, call it presence, call it 

charisma – call it what you like – but 
they stand out from the crowd.



You are always making an impact. 
Whatever you do, wherever you are.  

Even if you just sit in the corner and say 
nothing, you are making an impact.  

But is it the right impact?



Are you rewarding to deal with?











Personal Brand

If you were a brand yourself, what key words 
would you want associated with your 

personal brand?



Personal Impact
Too little Optimum zone Too much

1         2  3        4        5        6        7        8  9        10 

Too quiet Voice at just the right volume Too loud

Static Moves purposefully, deliberately Restless movement

No gestures Appropriate, relevant gestures Frantic, random gestures

Too slow Speed of delivery ideal Pace too fast

Full of facts Facts bought to life with examples Just stories, no facts

Passive Assertive Aggressive

Charmless Charming, persuasive Cheesy, ingratiating



If the last doctor (or patient) you interacted with
posted on Facebook 

Would you feel proud of the post?





What is your six-word story?



New house, new closets. Same skeletons

Brought roses home. Keys didn’t fit

“Today you shaved all your hair to make your mom laugh over 
losing hers to chemo and today I realized that you are my hero.”

“My wedding cost £15,000 and my divorce cost £100,000, both 
were worth it.”

“One big scare, one surgery, £4,000, four days of tube feeding 
and five nights in bed. My cat is now safe.”

“Today I washed my mother’s hair for the first time.”







If it goes really well…



Don’t wait for others to define your value

It’s all about relationships

Tell a compelling story



@coachingchemist


